NLP Practitioner Certification Training
Accelerate your journey to success and transform your life

NLP (Neuro Linguistic Programming) is a proven and potent method of
achieving what you want in life - a way of thinking and a set of skills that are
easy to understand. These skills will give you more focus, greater self-esteem,
power to make good decisions, direction, self-confidence, ability to create
wealth, greater productivity, less procrastination and faster progress.
What makes our training so unique is that we can fast track you to success with a simple
yet powerful pre course study program combined with face to face workshop attendance.
Our NLP Practitioner training is run in 2 day blocks over a period of a month, to allow for
minimum disruption to an attendee’s current work schedule or we also run a 6 day straight
program for those that prefer this format. In other words, attendees get 4 certifications
in just 6 days of facilitator based, hands-on training. Prior to their attendance, our 20 CD
on USB pre study work will ensure they are primed and ready for complete success!
In just 6 days, an attendee will learn the skills they need to understand the
relationship between mind, body, emotions, and actions – and most importantly,
how to use that understanding to implement change, enhance communication,
build rapport, achieve goals, and positively improve on performance in all areas
of an organisation. The core of NLP is to change people from within.

NLP is one of the fastest growing tools available to those who
want to improve results. Many leaders and consultants in
businesses have turned to the creative and innovative aspects of
NLP for inspiration in organisational development, total quality
management, team building and strategic planning. If you are
serious about transformation, then this training is FOR YOU!

Is this for me?

– Our NLP training is
for you if you want to:
 Control the connection
between your mind,
emotions and behaviour
 Learn how to control
conversations
 Define what you
really want in life
 Align corporate
goals, strategy and
staff performance
 Increase your ability
to communicate and
build instant rapport
with anyone

 Gain the competitive edge
 Change behaviours,
thinking and beliefs
 Improve public
speaking skills
 Develop compelling
solutions for your
customer’s needs

Four Certifications
– One Masterful Experience

 Use language with greater
precision and grace
 Set powerful outcomes
and goals

1. NLP Practitioner

2.Time Line Therapy
® Practitioner

3. NLP Coach

4. HYPNOTHERAPIST

 Learn how to coach
yourself and others
 Learn how to get better
results in your career/
business, and have
more free time to do
what you want

Some of the topics this
course covers:
 Rapport - how to create instant liking and agreement
 Representational systems - how we
internally use our 5 senses to represent
information gained from the world
 Submodalities - the secret programming
software of the mind
 Anchoring - how to control your
feelings and state of mind

Money Matters
Please call us for pricing. You’ll find that we are
very competitively priced but more importantly
provide the best value for your money. In addition,
your investment includes all of the following:
 20 CD/USB Practitioner Audio Pre-Study
material (valued at $900), plus 2 resource
books - Time Line Therapy® and the Basis of
Personality and The Magic of NLP Demystified
 “Four” Certifications as outlined above

 Strategies - how to control your mental
processes to create specific results

 Comprehensive manuals

Through this course you will:

 Eligibility for membership to the American
Board of NLP, Time Line Therapy®,
Hypnotherapy, and Coaching

 Create the future you want with Time
Line Therapy® - learn how to dissolve
negative emotions and limiting beliefs
 Become a coach that gets results
for your teams or clients
 Discover Mind Mastery
 Identify and learn how eye movements
reflect a person’s real thoughts
 Challenge and overcome objections elegantly
 Learn how to sell based on your client’s
strategy for a more fulfilling outcome
 Learn about the power of Hypnosis
for yourself and others

 6 months unlimited phone or email support

 Our ground breaking techniques and trainings
are based exclusively on the teachings of world
industry leaders Drs. Tad and Adriana James
from The Tad James Co - one of the most
prestigious Neuro Linguistic Programming
(NLP) Training companies with more than 25
years of experience in delivering high standard,
quality trainings and seminars worldwide.
 It is also approved by the Time Line
Therapy™ Association, the American
Board of Hypnotherapy, and the American
Board of NLP Coaching Division, so your
certification has worldwide recognition.

ENROL NOW - and take your life to a whole new level of excellence
When you train with us, you will be able to apply NLP techniques in all modes of business such
as Leadership, Sales and Communication, Coaching, Learning, Training, Personal Growth, as well
as redefining your success criteria and providing a new, exciting, profitable direction for the future.
You will be able to talk to anyone, build a rapport with anybody: the possibilities are endless!

Call SuccessMasters today on 0418 221 243 to secure your spot today!

